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The provisions of the HS Number in each Regula on of the Minister of Trade
about Condi ons Products Industry Forestry 's
No

Item Descrip on

1

Wood in the form of chips / pieces ( wood in
chips or par cles).
Pieces of wood ( chipwood ).

No. 89
year 2015

No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

Group A
2
3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

Wood sawn who has processed more
advanced by leveling all four sides so that
the surface becomes ﬂat and smooth with a
thickness exceeding 6 mm (S4S); wood
processing are obtained by connec ng wood
sawn which has been dried and planed four
sides a er the process of ﬁnger jointed with
a thickness exceeding 6 mm.
The sheets of wood veneer ( connected or
not ) and wood Other sawed m embujur ,
split , or peeled well planed , sanded , or end
jointed or not with a thickness not exceeding
6 mm.
Wood ( including track and pieces to the
ﬂoor board , not installed ) is formed
interrupted ( by the tongue , given the
groove , hem dikorok , given the slope , by
tongue and groove , edge oblique, shaped V,
beaded , given pole forma ons , rounded , or
sort it ), as long as the edge or surface is
either pierced or not sanded or ﬁnger jointed
.
Board par cles and board sort that out of
wood or materials that contain lignin others ,
agglomerated with resins or material
adhesive organic other or not .
Boards made from ﬁbers of wood or
materials containing lignin other , glued
together with resin, the material organically
more or not .
Plywood, panel coa ng wood and wood lined sort it .
Wood is compacted in the form of blocks,
plates , lines or proﬁles .
Frame wood for pain ngs , photos , mirrors ,
or the goods sort it
Crates , boxes , crates , drums and packaging
semcam it from the mber , logs cable from
wood , pallet boxes and boards for cargo
other than wood , collar pallets of wood .
Casks , barrels, vessels , bowls and products
other than the manufacturer vat / urn and
parts of the mber , including the board arch
for casks .
Tools , body tools , handle broom or brush
body tools and handles , made of wood ;
reference and kelebut shoe boots or shoes ,
of wood
Furniture from materials builder house of
wood , including panels, wood mobile ,
assembled panels cover the ﬂoor , or
shingles and shakes.
Device eat and devices kitchen of wood .
Stem wood of a match ﬂame .
Paving blocks from wood .
Mechanical wood pulp .
Pulp wood chemistry , quality soluble (
dissolving grade ).
Pulp wood chemistry , soda or sulphate ,
other than the quality of late ( dissolving
grade ).
Chemical wood pulp , sulﬁte , other than
dissolved quality .
Pulp wood which is obtained through a
combina on of process of manufacture of
pulp is mechanical and chemical .
Paper and paper carton is not coated , of the
type which is used for wri ng , prin ng or
purposes graph other , as well as paper to
punch cards and punch tape is not
perforated , in rolls or sheets of four- squarelong ( including longitude cage ) of various
sizes , apart from post 48.01 or 48.03; paper
and paper carton ar ﬁcial hand , which
comes from wood .

No. 15
year 2020
Appendix I

Ex. 4401.21.00.00
Ex. 4401.22.00.00
Ex. 4404.10.00.00
Ex. 4404.20.10.00
Ex. 4407.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4407.99.90.00

Ex. 4401.21.00.00
Ex. 4401.22.00.00
Ex. 4404.10.00.00
Ex. 4404.20.10.00
Ex. 4407.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4407.99.90.00

Ex. 4401.21.00.00
Ex. 4401.22.00.00
Ex. 4404.10.00.00
Ex. 4404.20.10.00
Ex. 4407.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4407.99.90.00

Ex. 4401.21.00
Ex. 4401.22.00
Ex. 4404.10.0 0
Ex. 4404.20.10
Ex. 4407.1 1.00 s.d
Ex. 4407.99.90

Ex. 4408.10.10.00 sd
Ex. 4408.90.00.00

Ex. 4408.10.10.00 sd
Ex. 4408.90.00.00

Ex. 4408.10.10.00 sd
Ex. 4408.90.00.00

Ex. 4408.10.10 sd
Ex. 4408.90. 90

Ex. 4409.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4409.29.00.00

Ex. 4409.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4409.29.00.00

Ex. 4409.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4409.29.00.00

Ex. 4409.10.10 sd
Ex. 4409.29.00

Ex. 4410.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4410.90.00.00

Ex. 4410.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4410.90.00.00

Ex. 4410.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4410.90.00.00

Ex. 4410.11.00 sd
Ex. 4410.90.00

-

Ex. 4411.12.00.00 sd
Ex. 4411.94.00.00

Ex. 4411.12.00.00 sd
Ex. 4411.94.00.00

Ex. 4411.12.00.00 sd
Ex. 4411.94.00.00

Ex. 4411.12.00 sd
Ex. 4411.94.00

-

Ex. 4412.31.00.00 sd
Ex. 4412.99.00.90
Ex. 4413.00.00.00

Ex. 4412.31.00.00 sd
Ex. 4412.99.00.90
Ex. 4413.00.00.00

Ex. 4412.31.00.00 sd
Ex. 4412.99.00.90
Ex. 4413.00.00.00

Ex. 4412.31.00 sd
Ex. 4412.99. 90
Ex. 4413.00.00

-

Group B

Ex. 4414.00.00.00

Ex. 4414.00.00.00

Ex. 4414.00.00

-

Ex. 4415.10.00.00
Ex. 4415.20.00.00

Ex. 4415.10.00.00
Ex. 4415.20.00.00

Ex. 4415.10.00.00
Ex. 4415.20.00.00

Ex. 4415.10.00
Ex. 4415.20.00

-

Products in Group B

Ex. 4416.00.10.00
Ex. 4416.00.90.00

Ex. 4416.00.10.00
Ex. 4416.00.90.00

Ex. 4416.00.10
Ex. 4416.00.90

-

Products in Group B

Ex. 4417.00.10.00
Ex. 4417.00.90.00

Ex. 4417.00.10.00
Ex. 4417.00.90.00

Ex. 4417.00.10
Ex. 4417.00.90

-

Ex. 4418.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4418.90.90.00

Ex. 4418.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4418.90.90.00

Ex. 4418.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4418.90.90.00

Ex. 4418.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4418.90.00

Products in Group B
Ex. 4421.90.20.00
Ex. 4421.90.99.00
4701.00.00.00
4702.00.00.00

Ex. 4419.00.00.00
Ex. 4421.90.20.00
Ex. 4421.90.99.00
4701.00.00.00
4702.00.00.00

Ex. 4419.00.00.00
Ex. 4421.90.20.00
Ex. 4421.90.99.00
4701.00.00.00
4702.00.00.00

Ex. 4419.00.00
Ex. 4421.90.20
Ex. 4421.9 9 .99
4701.00.00
4702.00.00

-

4703.11.00.00 sd
4703.29.00.00

4703.11.00.00 sd
4703.29.00.00

4703.11.00.00 sd
4703.29.00.00

4703.11.00 ll
4703.29.00

-

4704.11.00.00 sd
4704.29.00.00
4705.00.00.00

4704.11.00.00 sd
4704.29.00.00
4705.00.00.00

4704.11.00.00 sd
4704.29.00.00
4705.00.00.00

4704.11.00 ll
4704.29.00
4705.00.00

-

Ex. 4802.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4802.69.00.00

Ex. 4802.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4802.69.00.00

Ex. 4802.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4802.69.00.00

Ex. 4802.10.00 sd
Ex. 4 802.69. 99

-
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Ex. 4407.11.00 sd
Ex. 4407.99.90

-

Ex. 4409.10.10 sd
Ex. 4409.29.00

-

Ex. 4418.10.00 sd
Ex. 4418.99.90

-
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No

Item Descrip on

23

Paper toilet or paper ssue to the skin
surface , paper towels or paper napkins and
paper sort was of the type that is used for
the purposes of home household or sanitary
, clumps of cellulose and a web of ﬁbers of
cellulose , creped , crinkled , embossed ,
perforated , colored surface , decorated or
whether or not the surface is printed , in rolls
or sheets , derived from wood .
Paper and paper carton kra not coated , in
rolls or sheets , other than that referred to in
heading 48.02 or 48.03, which comes from
wood .
Note:
In the Minister of Trade Regula on No.12 of
2017, there is a change in the descrip on of
goods to :
" Paper kra ( excluding sack kra paper )
and paper cartons are not coated , in rolls or
sheets , other than that referred to in
heading 48.02 or 48.03, which comes from
wood .
Paper kra for bags bleached of the type
which is used for the manufacture of bags
of cement, which is derived from wood .
Paper Kra for bags is not bleached from
the types of the other , which comes
from wood .
Paper and paper cartons are not coated with
the other , in rolls or sheets , not worked or
processed much further apart from that
speciﬁed in Note 3 to Chapter These are
derived from wood .
Parchment vegetable , paper resistant
lemask , paper tracing and paper and
glassine and paper transparent glazed or
paper translucent other , in rolls or sheets ,
which comes from wood .
Paper and paper carton composites ( made
with glue several layers of ﬂat paper or paper
cartons with adhesive ), the surface is not
coated or impregnated , part of it reinforced
or not , in rolls or sheets that come from
wood .
Paper and paper cardboard corrugated ( with
or without glued lembarang the ﬂat surface )
creped , crinkled , embossed or perforated ,
in rolls or sheets , other than paper of the
kind which is described in heading 48.03 are
derived from wood .
Sack Kra Paper , which comes from wood .

Ex. 4803.00.30.00 sd
Ex. 4803.00.90.00

Ex. 4803.00.30.00 sd
Ex. 4803.00.90.00

Ex. 4803.00.30.00 sd
Ex. 4803.00.90.00

Ex. 4803.00.30 sd
Ex. 4803.00.90

-

Ex. 4804.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.19.00.00 and
Ex. 4804.29.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.59.00.00

Ex. 4804.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.19.00.00 and
Ex. 4804.29.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.59.00.00

Ex. 4804.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.19.00.00 and
Ex. 4804.29.00.00 sd
Ex. 4804.59.00.00

Ex. 4804.11.00 sd
Ex. 4804.59. 9 0

-

Ex. 4804.21.10.00 sd
Ex. 4804.21.90.00

Ex. 4804.21.10.00 sd
Ex. 4804.21.90.00

Ex. 4804.21.10.00 sd
Ex. 4804.21.90.00

-

-

Ex. 4805.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4805.93.90.00

Ex. 4805.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4805.93.90.00

Ex. 4805.11.00.00 sd
Ex. 4805.93.90.00

Ex. 4805.11.00 sd
Ex. 4805.93.90

-

Ex. 4806.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4806.40.00.00

Ex. 4806.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4806.40.00.00

Ex. 4806.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4806.40.00.00

Ex. 4806.10.00 sd
Ex. 4806.40.00

-

Ex. 4807.00.00.00

Ex. 4807.00.00.00

Ex. 4807.00.00.00

Ex. 4807.00.00

-

Ex. 4808.10.00.00 and
Ex. 4808.40.00.90
ll Ex. 4808.90.90.00

Ex. 4808.10.00.00 and
Ex. 4808.40.00.90
ll Ex. 4808.90.90.00

Ex. 4808.10.00.00 and
Ex. 4808.40.00.90
ll Ex. 4808.90.90.00

Ex. 4808.10.00 sd
Ex. 4808.90.90

-

Ex. 4808.40.00.10

Ex. 4808.40.00.10

Ex. 4804.40.00.10

Paper carbon , paper self-copy and a paper
copy or paper transfer more ( including
paper coated or paper impregnated for
stencil duplicator or plate o ﬀset ), printed ,
or not , in rolls or sheets , which comes from
wood .
Paper and paper cartons , coated one or
both sides with kaolin ( ground clay China )
or substances inorganic another , with or
without material binder , and without
coa ng the other , colored , decorated or
printed surface or not , in rolls or sheets of
four- square- long ( including longitude cage
) of various sizes , which are derived from
wood .
Paper , paper cartons , clumps of cellulose
and a web of ﬁbers of cellulose , coated ,
impregnated , covered , colored surface ,
decorated or printed permukannya , in rolls
or sheets of four- square- long ( including
longitude cage ), of various sizes , in addi on
to the goods of the kind that is described in
headings 48.03, 48.09 or 48.10, of wood
origin .
Block , slab and ﬁlter plate , made of paper
pulp , derived from wood .
Paper cigare es , cut according to size or not
, either in the form of booklets or tubes ,
which are derived from wood .
Wallpaper and cover the walls sort it ;
Transparency paper for windows , derived
from wood .

Ex. 4809.20.00.00 sd
Ex. 4809.90.90.00

Ex. 4809.20.00.00 sd
Ex. 4809.90.90.00

Ex. 4809.20.00.00 sd
Ex. 4809.90.90.00

Ex. 4809.20.00 sd
Ex. 4809.90.90

-

Ex. 4810.13.11.00 ll
Ex. 4810.99.90.00

Ex. 4810.13.11.00 ll
Ex. 4810.99.90.00

Ex. 4810.13.11.00 ll
Ex. 4810.99.90.00

Ex. 4810.13. 10 0 to
Ex. 4810.99.90

-

Ex. 4811.10.21.00 sd
Ex. 4811.90.99.00

Ex. 4811.10.21.00 sd
Ex. 4811.90.99.00

Ex. 4811.10.21.00 sd
Ex. 4811.90.99.00

Ex. 4811.10.2 0 to
Ex. 4811.90.99

-

Ex. 4812.00.00.00

Ex. 4812.00.00.00

Ex. 4812.00.00.00

Ex. 4812.00.0 0

-

Ex. 4813.10.00.00
sd
Ex. 4813.90.90.00
Ex. 4814.20.00.00
Ex. 4814.90.00.00

Ex. 4813.10.00.00
sd
Ex. 4813.90.90.00
Ex. 4814.20.00.00
Ex. 4814.90.00.00

Ex. 4813.10.00.00
sd
Ex. 4813.90.90.00
Ex. 4814.20.00.00
Ex. 4814.90.00.00

Ex. 4813.10.00
sd
Ex. 4813.90.90
Ex. 4814.20. 1 0
Ex. 4814.90.00

-

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32

33

34
35

36

No. 89
year 2015
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No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

-

No. 15
year 2020

-

-
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No

Item Descrip on

37

Paper carbon , paper self-copy and a paper
copy or paper transfer more ( in addi on to
the Ex. 4816.90.90.00 referred to in heading
48.09), stencil duplicator and plates oﬀset ,
of paper , put in a box or not , which comes
from wood .
Envelopes , card le ers , cards postal plain
and card correspondence , of paper or paper
cartons ; boxes , bags , wallets and a
compendium of wri ngs , from paper or
paper carton , containing various - kinds of
paper mail , which comes from wood .
Paper toilet and paper sort it , clumps of
cellulose or web of the type that are used in
ﬁber cellulose , than for the purposes of
home household or sanitary , in rolls with a
width not exceeding 36 cm, or cut according
to the size or shape of certain ; handkerchief
, wipes cleaning , towels , tablecloths table ,
napkins , bedspreads and purposes of the
house ladder sort it , stuﬀ the purposes of
sanitary or home sick , clothing and
accessories of clothing , from pulp paper ,
paper , clumps of cellulose or web- ﬁber
cellulose , which comes from wood .
Labels of paper or paper cartons of all kinds ,
printed or not , which comes from wood .
Bobbins, spools , cops and means of
suppor ng a sort that out of pulp paper ,
paper or paper cartons ( perforated or
hardened or not ), which is derived from
wood .
Paper , paper cartons , clumps of cellulose
and web ﬁbers of cellulose more , cut
according to the size or shape ; goods other
than pulp paper , paper , paper cartons ,
clumps of cellulose or web- ﬁber cellulose ,
which comes from wood .
The place sits more with framework of wood
, by coa ng the cover .
Note:
In Permendag No. 84 of 2016 , and
Permendag No. 12 In 2017 , there were p
Changes the descrip on of goods into :
" The sit more with framework wood by
coa ng the cover , apart from the type of the
used vehicle aerial , vehicle motor , a place
to sit spin that can be set to high , a place to
sit other than a place to sit garden or
equipment campgrounds can be transformed
into a place to sleep , from plant segmented ,
osier , bamboo or material sort it , the order
of metal ".
Other ( place to sit other with the frame of
the mber is not given layer of the cover ).
Note:
In Permendag No. 84 of 2016 and
Permendag No. 12 of 2017, there is a change
in the descrip on of goods to :
" The sit more with framework of wood that
is not given a layer of cover , combined with
ra an , apart from the type of the used
vehicle aerial , vehicle motor , a place to sit
spin that can be set to high , a place to sit
other than a place to sit garden or
equipment campgrounds can be transformed
into a place to sleep , from plant segmented ,
osier, bamboo or material sort it , the order
of metal ".
The place sits more with framework of wood
that is not given a layer of cover , combined
with materials other than cane , apart from
the type of the used vehicle aerial , vehicle
motor , a place to sit spin that can be set to
high , a place to sit other than a place to sit
garden or equipment campgrounds can be
transformed into a place sleep , from plant
segmented , osier, bamboo or material sort it
, the order of metal .
The furniture mber of the type which is
used in the oﬃce .

Ex. 4816.20.10.00 ll
Ex. 4816.90.90.00

Ex. 4816.20.10.00 ll
Ex. 4816.90.90.00

Ex. 4816.20.10.00 ll
Ex. 4816.90.90.00

Ex. 4816.20.10 sd
Ex. 4816.90.90

-

Ex. 4817.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4817.30.00.00

Ex. 4817.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4817.30.00.00

Ex. 4817.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4817.30.00.00

Ex. 4817.10.00 ll
Ex. 4817.30.00

-

Ex. 4818.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4818.90.00.00

Ex. 4818.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4818.90.00.00

Ex. 4818.10.00.00 sd
Ex. 4818.90.00.00

Ex. 4818.10.00 sd
Ex. 4818.90.00

-

Ex. 4821.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4821.90.90.00
Ex. 4822.10.10.00
sd
Ex. 4822.90.90.00

Ex. 4821.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4821.90.90.00
Ex. 4822.10.10.00
sd
Ex. 4822.90.90.00

Ex. 4821.10.10.00 ll
Ex. 4821.90.90.00
Ex. 4822.10.10.00
sd
Ex. 4822.90.90.00

Ex. 4821.10.10 sd
Ex. 4821.90.90
Ex. 4822.10.10
sd
Ex. 4822.90.90

-

Ex. 4823.20.10.00
sd
Ex. 4823.90.99.00

Ex. 4823.20.10.00
sd
Ex. 4823.90.99.00

Ex. 4823.20.10.00
sd
Ex. 4823.90.99.00

Ex. 4823.20.10
sd
Ex. 4823.90.99

-

Products in Group B

9401.61.00.00

9401.61.00.00

9401.61.00

-

Products in Group B

9401.69.00.10
9401.69.00.90

9401.69.00.10

9401.69.10

-

-

-

9401.69.00.90

9401.69.90

-

Products in Group B

9403.30.00.00

9403.30.00.00

9403.30.00

-

The furniture mber of the type which is
used in the kitchen .
The furniture mber of the type which is
used in the room to sleep .

Products in Group B

9403.40.00.00

9403.40.00.00

9403.40.00

-

Products in Group B

9403.50.00.00

9403.50.00.00

9403.50.00

-

38

39

40
41

42

43

44

45

46

47
48

No. 89
year 2015
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No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

No. 15
year 2020

-
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No

Item Descrip on

49

50
51

The furniture of wood other .
In Permendag No. 84 In 2016 , there were pe
rubahan descrip on of goods into :
Wood furniture :
- 9403.60.10.00 Cupboard Fume
- 9403.60.90.00 others
Part furniture from wood .
Prefabricated buildings made of wood .

No

Item Descrip on

1

10

Frame wood for pain ngs , photos , mirrors ,
or the goods sort it .
Casks , barrels, vessels , bowls and products
other than the manufacturer vat / urn and
parts of the mber , including the board arch
for casks .
Tools , body tools , handle broom or brush
body tools and handles , made of wood ;
reference and kelebut shoe boots or shoes ,
from wood .
Device eat and devices kitchen of wood .
The place sits more with framework of wood ,
by coa ng the cover .
Other ( place to sit other with the frame of
the mber is not given layer of the cover ).
The furniture mber of the type which is used
in the oﬃce .
The furniture mber of the type which is used
in the kitchen .
The furniture mber of the type which is used
in the room to sleep .
The furniture of wood other .

11

Part furniture from wood .

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

No

Item Descrip on

1

Mats and curtains from ra an .
Note:
In the Minister of Trade Regula on No.12 of
2017, there is a change in the descrip on of
goods to :
" Ma , ma ng and blinds from ra an "
Ma ng and similar products are made of
woven material , whether or not assembled
into strips from ra an .
Fans and handscreen , frame and handles
and parts of frame and handles , of ra an .
Ma ng and product sort it from material
woven , ed together into strands or woven
parallel , in the form of sheets , the goods so
or not , other than the mat, ma ng, and a
curtain of ra an .
Baskets and woven from ra an .
Note:
In the Minister of Trade Regula on No.12 of
2017, there is a change in the descrip on of
goods to :
" Basket , goods webbing and goods other ,
made it directly into the form of material
woven or made from goods in heading
46.01, of ra an .
A place to sit spin that can be set to high ,
from ra an .
The place sits apart from t four si ng garden
or ﬁxtures camp , can be transformed into a
place to sleep , of ra an .
The place sits on the cane .
The place sits more with framework wood by
coa ng the cover of ra an .
The place sits more with framework wood ,
not by a layer of the cover , combined with
ra an .
The place sits more with framework metal
by coa ng the cover of ra an .
The place sits more with the framework of
metal , not by a layer of the cover ,
combined with ra an .
The place sits more with the order apart
from wood and metal , combined with ra an
.

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12

13

No. 89
year 2015

No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

Products in Group B

9403.60.10.00
9403.60.90.00

9403.60.10.00
9403.60.90.00

9403.60.10
9403.60.90

Products in Group B
9406.00.92.00

9403.90.90.00
9406.00.92.00

Ex . 9403.90.90.00
9406.00.92.00

Ex . 9403.90.90
9406.10.90

No. 15
year 2020
-

9406.10.90

No. 89
year 2015

No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

Ex. 4414.00.00.00

Group B
Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

Ex. 4416.00.10.00
Ex. 4416.00.90.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

Ex. 4417.00.10.00
Ex. 4417.00.90.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

Ex. 4419.00.00.00
9401.61.00.00

Move to Group A
Move to Group A

Move to Group A
Move to Group A

Move to Group A
Move to Group A

-

9401.69.00.10
9401.69.00.90
9403.30.00.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

9403.40.00.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

9403.50.00.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

9403.60.10.00
9403.60.90.00
9403.90.90.00

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

Move to Group A

-

No. 89
year 2015
4601.22.00.00

No. 25
In 2016
Group C
4601.22.00.00

No. 84
In 2016

No. 15
year 2020

No. 12
year 2017

No. 15
year 2020
Group B

4601.22.00.00

4601.22.00.00

-

-

-

-

4601.93.10

-

-

-

-

4601.93.20.

-

-

-

-

4601.93.90

-

4602.12.00.00

4602.12.00.00

4602.12.00.00

4602.12.10 . sd
4602.12.90

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401.30.00

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401. 4 0.00

-

9401.51.00.10
-

9401.51.00.10
-

9401.51.00.10
-

9401.53.00
Ex. 9401.61.00

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401.6 9 . 9 0

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401. 7 1.00

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401. 79 . 9 0

-

-

-

-

Ex. 9401. 80.00

-

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_f
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No

Item Descrip on

14

The part of the seat that rotates can be
adjusted in height , from ra an .
Part of the ra an seat
Tool room bed , room dining or room family
of ra an .
The furniture and tools from ra an .
Part of other furniture , from ra an

15
16
17
18

No. 89
year 2015

No. 25
In 2016

No. 84
In 2016

No. 12
year 2017

No. 15
year 2020

-

-

-

Ex. 9401. 90.40

-

9403.81.00.10

9403.81.00.10

9403.81.00.10

Ex. 9401. 90.99
-

-

-

-

-

9403.83.00
Ex. 9403.90.90

-
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